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Rock

Varnish

Over thousandsofyears,a thincoatingofclay,cementedtorocksbymanganese
and iron,recordsthehistoryof landscapedevelopmentand ancient cultures

I.Dorn

Ronald

July of 1799, Alexander von Hum?
sweating hypothesis, water sweats out
of the rocks under the hot sun, and pre?
In boldt, the German geographer, ar?
in northeastern
rived in Cuman?
cipitates are deposited as a black coating
on the surface when thewater evapo?
Venezuela. A hundred miles away, at
the mouth of the Orinoco River, he
rates. But was the sun hot enough to in?
found granite boulders that appeared
duce swearing of solutions from rocks in
the rain forestor underneath glaciers?
"smooth, black, and as if coated with
Indian
The black coating has been known
plumbago."
legends explained
that these rocks had been burnt by the by various names, such as wustenlack
en (desert varnish) and patina; only re?
hot tropical sun, and that they were
to one's health. While
in? cently has the scientific community set?
dangerous
tled on a term that seems sufficiently
vestigating the origin of the rocks, von
Humboldt and his crew scoffed at the broad and descriptive: rock varnish.
local legends, but each night they re? Even while the origin of the rock var?
treated towhite beaches, distant from nish remained enigmatic, its physical
the black boulders.
and chemical structure came to be un?
Von Humboldt's boulders and simi? derstood. Rock varnish consists of a
lar rocks found elsewhere generated a
thin layer, less than half a millimeter
scientific mystery that continued for deep, on a rock's surface. The coating
is typically composed of about 60 per?
nearly two centuries. Charles Darwin
found dark coated rocks at Bahia in cent clay minerals, 20 to 30 percent ox?
Brazil. Others found such coatings on
and iron, and trace
ides ofmanganese
rocks in the rain forest, underneath
amounts ofmore than 30 minor com?
glaciers in the Alps and even at the pounds, such as copper and zinc ox?
ides. It is the amount ofmanganese ox?
apex of the Pyramid of Cheops. Hy?
ide that determines the color of the
potheses about the origin of the black
varnish. Often, the varnish concen?
coating ranged from deposits left by
ancient oceans to residues from de?
tratesmanganese oxide to levels up to
as
100
times that found in surrounding
such
matter,
composing organic
of
rocks; such high concentrations
pollen. The most popular hypothesis
attributed the coating to a process
oxide make the varnish
manganese
to the black. Some varnish lacks manganese
called sweating. According
altogether and appears bright orange
from the abundant iron oxides; this is
Ronald I. Dorn is associate professor ofgeography
particularly
prevalent on the bottom of
at Arizona State University at Tempe. He complet?
rocks and inside rock crevices. In other
ed his B.A. and M.A. at theUniversity ofCalifor?
nia at Berkeley and received his Ph.D. from the
places, such as the hyperarid Peru
the level ofmanganese oxide is
Desert,
at
in
Los
1985.
University ofCalifornia
Angeles
For his 41 refereedarticles on basic and applied
intermediate, leaving the varnish a
rock varnish research, he has been awarded

theKirk

Award (1986)oftheGeologicalSocietyof
Bryan

Oberlander), theG. K.
(1988) of theAssociation ofAmeri?
can
Geographers, theCastleton Award (1991) of

America

(with T.M.

Gilbert Award

theAmerican Rock Art Research Association

and a

Presidential Young Investigator Award from the
National Science Foundation. Address: Depart?
ment ofGeography, Arizona State University,
Tempe,AZ
542

85287-0104.
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brownish

orange.

The decisive clue to themystery of
rock varnish was a biological one. In
1981, T.M. Oberlander of theUniversi?
ty of California at Berkeley and I sug?
gested that bacteria concentrate man?
ganese in rock varnish. We developed
this hypothesis on strong circumstan?
tial evidence. First, manganese-rich

varnish often formswhere water inter?
mittently flows over rocks. The mois?
ture provides a hospitable
environ?
ment formicroorganisms.
Second,
varnish develops well on porous sur?
faces that are easily flushed and, hence,
are poor in nutrients. In such a harsh
environment

manganese-oxidizing

(which derive some of
mixotrophs
their energy from inorganic man?
ganese) are able to live; but faster
heterotrophic
organisms
growing
(which rely entirely on organic nutri?
ents) are unable to survive.
A third observation in support of the
bacterial hypothesis is that dark var?
nish grows on rocks with a nearly neu?
tralpH. Nonbiological mechanisms for
operate only in
oxidizing manganese
an alkaline environment, where the pH
exceeds 9. Thus, manganese-oxidizing
bacteria are one plausible candidate.
This line of argument is further sup?
ported by findings that varnish is or?
ange when the local pH is too high to
bacteria.
support manganese-oxidizing
Finally, there are many documented
interactions between clay, the primary
constituent of varnish, and bacteria.
Clay particles are often adsorbed onto
the surface of bacteria, and vice versa.
Clay concentrates nutrients, a useful
property in a nutrient-poor environ?
ment, and stimulates bacterial meta?
bolism. And, a coating of clay can pro?
tect bacteria against desiccation
and
In
combination,
high temperatures.
these factors supported the possibility
that bacteria produce manganese-rich
rock

varnish.

With these ideas inmind, Oberlander
and I examined rock varnish for the
of bacteria. By searching
presence
varnish
with the aid of scan?
through
electron
ning
microscopy, we found
them?manganese-concentrating

bacte?

ria of the genus Metallogenium and other
species. Fred Palmer and his colleagues
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near Mount
eastern Nepal,
Everest Darker
in the Khumbu
1. Black coatings of rock varnish darken an entire mountainside
region of
a heavier coating of varnish. The ori?
on the right have been exposed
to the air for a longer period and have thus accumulated
slopes like those
in the
streams and near glaciers
a mystery for nearly two centuries after itwas first noted along South American
gin of rock varnish remained
of
well enough for the coating to be used as a means
the basic chemistry?and
varnish formation are understood
biochemistry?of
Alps. Now
Figure

dating
unless

rocks and artifacts of archeological
noted.)

interest. The

photograph

shows

three Sherpas

crossing

a potato

field.

(All photographs

by the author

otherwise

at theUniversity ofWashington
found
bacteria of the genus Arthrobacter in
rock varnish. Next, we isolated living
bacteria from natural rock varnish;
when we grew these bacteria in labora?
tory cultures, they produced varnish
similar to the
thatwas morphologically
natural product.
Given these discoveries, we formu?
lated the following scenario. A wet pe?
riod stimulates the proliferation of bac?
teria on rocks. The bacteria,
then,
secrete an enzyme that oxidizes man?
ganese, forming a dark and immobile
across the
product. As dust blows

oxide cements
rocks, the manganese
to
the
rock's
surface,
producing
clay
varnish. The formation of the varnish
or areas
begins in "nucleation centers/'
are blooming,
and
where
bacteria
spreads across the rock's surface.Work?
ing in the coastal desert of Peru, Charlie
Jones of theUniversity ofOxford found
that dew on rocks can release man?
ganese that is then precipitated by bac?
teria. The local pH level affects the ratio
to iron in the varnish.
of manganese
inhibits
themanganese
High alkalinity
so theman?
concentrating bacteria, and
low.
The
result is
ratio
is
ganese-to-iron

an orange varnish inwhich clay dust is
rather poorly secured to the rock's sur?
face by iron oxides.
Years beneath the Surface
Even before the origin of rock varnish
was fully understood, effortswere un?
into
der way to turn the phenomenon
a tool, a useful indicator of something.
In particular, rock varnish appeared to
to dating things be?
offer approaches
over
cause the varnish accumulates
time. Early attempts to date rock var?
be?
nish concentrated on appearance
dark
with
the
varnish
cause,
age,
gets
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potassium and calcium relative to tita?
nium (that is, (K + Ca)/Ti) in the var?
nish declines with time.We proposed
that the major constituents of var?
nish? clays and oxides ofmanganese
and

can range from black to bright orange even on the surface of a
the varnish has a high concentration
of manganese
oxide; the
orange regions are high in iron but low inmanganese.
Generally
speaking, black varnish
to the open air, whereas
forms where
the rock has been exposed
the orange coating develops

Figure
single

2. Color

on the underside
Mojave

of rock varnish

rock. In the dark areas

Desert

of rocks or in cracks and fissures. The

in California.

er and thicker and covers more of the
rock. Kevin White of theUniversity of
Oxford is using satellite images to as?
sess the visual changes in rock varnish
over

time.

changes in rock varnish can
relative
ages between rocks,
provide
but the power of rock varnish as a dat
Visual

specimen

shown

here

is from the

ing tool would be enhanced if it alone
could establish a specific age. In 1981,
on the prehistoric
while working
shorelines of Pleistocene Lake Lahon
tan inNevada, Oberlander and I sent
samples of rock varnish to Tom Cahill
of theUniversity of California at Davis
for analysis. The ratio of the cations

in a scanning electron micrograph
is revealed
of bacteria
of black rock var?
Figure 3. Cobweb
nish. The bacteria, which grow on and become
into the black varnish, have
incorporated
turned out to have an essential role in determining
the color of the coating. Some of the bacte?

ria, most likely those of the genus Metallogeniutn,
surface of the rock.
544
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oxidize

manganese

and

thereby darken

the

iron?act

as

cation-exchange

com?

plexes, where potassium and calcium
are replaced or depleted faster than ti?
tanium. This suggested that older var?
nish would have a lower cation ratio
than newer varnish.
How much differentwould the ratios
be? To obtain actual dates frommea?
surements of the cation ratio,we would
need to calibrate the measurements
against thosemade by some other tech?
nique, such as radiocarbon dating, for a
surface of the same age as the varnish.
When carried across thousands of years,
the cation ratio versus the radiocarbon
date produce a dramatically linear rela?
tionship. This has been replicated at five
different laboratories, including those of
Carlos Pineda in South Africa and Yu
ming Zhang inChina.
Recently, with my colleague David
Krinsley at Arizona State University, I
detected
the removal of
actually
cations from rock varnish. We placed
in containers of
pieces of varnish
deionized water for up to 100 days,
and at various intervals tested thewa?
ter for calcium and potassium.
The
abundance of both cations increased in
the leaching water throughout the ex?
periment, and their only potential
source was the varnish. We also exam?
ined sections of the varnish after the
of electron mi?
leaching by means
two
found
and
croscopy
types of tex?
ture: layered and porous. We guessed
that some constituent of the varnish
had been removed from the porous ar?
eas and, therefore,measured the cation
ratio. In all cases the porous areas of
the varnish had a lower cation ratio
than the layered areas. Thus through
these experiments, one in the laborato?
ry and the other carried out by nature,
we essentially watched the cations be?
ing leached from the varnish over time.
The dominant technique for assign?
ing dates to objects up to about 40,000
years old is the radiocarbon method,
based on the decay of the radioactive
carbon isotope 14C.Of course this
method can be employed only if an
object contains carbon. Rock varnish
does contain some carbon?it was first
identified 60 years ago by J.D. Laud
ermilk of Pomona College?but
the
amounts are too small for the tradi?
tionalmethod of analysis, which relies
on direct detection of the radioactivity
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of 14Cand requires gram quantities of
material. In 1989, however, Tim Linck
and his colleagues at theUniversity of
Arizona

summarized

a new

revolu?

tion in radiocarbon dating, based on
accelerator mass spectrometry. In this
technique carbon atoms are ionized
and accelerated to an energy of a few
million electron-volts, then sorted ac?
cording tomass in themagnetic field
of a mass spectrometer. By counting
atoms in this way, one can directly
measure the ratio of 14C to the more
abundant stable isotope 12C.The accel?
eratormethod allows precise analyses
in samples
carbon
of radioactive
like
weighing less than a milligram,
those found in rock varnish.
To apply radiocarbon dating to rock
varnish, one must first isolate the or?
ganic materials that are the sources of
carbon in the coating. At first,we did
thisby scraping the varnish to its low?
est layerwith a tungsten carbide nee?
dle and then chemically treating the
scrapings to concentrate any organic
material. About a year ago, however, I
recognized that it is much easier to
find the carbon-rich material through
amicroscopic examination, looking for
organic mats and filaments thatwere
buried by the varnish. These mats or
filaments can be collected for radiocar?
bon dating.
Before leaving the subject of dating
methodology, I should mention an in?
herent limitation of all techniques based
on analysis of rock varnish. At best the
rock varnish can provide a minimum
age for an object. The rock's surface
must be exposed before the rock var?
nish can begin to form. So, ifan ancient
explorer's arrowhead fell to the ground
and bacteria immediately began pro?
ducing varnish, analysis would reveal
an age close to the time that the piece
was produced or dropped. But the local
environment determines when varnish
begins to accumulate, and decades may
pass before the process begins. There?
fore,dating an object from rock varnish
can never say more than, 'It is at least
thisold."
to Past Environments
Beyond the passage of time, rock var?
nish records past environmental
events?events
from the so-called
paleoenvironment. The local environ?
ment at the time the varnish is fonrdng
affects its composition. Therefore, sam?
pling varnish on the tops of rocks,
to airborne
where they are exposed
fallout, reveals fluctuations in the com

position of the particles in the air.Only
long-term variations in environment
are readily observed because the var?
nish develops extremely slowly, at ap?
proximately two to five micrometers
per thousand years in deserts.
Some environmental factors change
the three-dimensional structure of the
varnish. The rate of dust fallout, for ex?
ample, affects themicromorphology of
the varnish. When dust fallout is low,
the varnish appears botryoidal, like a
bunch of grapes. This structure devel?
the low levels of dust
ops because
cause the formation of varnish to con?
centrate at the nucleation
centers,

which later grow so large that they
touch. If the dust fallout is high, how?
ever, the layers of varnish are lamel?
late, like a stack of papers. The high
levels of dust cause clay deposition to
overwhelm the botryoidal nucleation
centers. Inmany cases, alternating lay?
ers of botryoidal and lamellate micro
appear in rock varnish,
morphology
varia?
indicating paleoenvironmental
tions in airborne dust. Orange varnish,
however, is always lamellate because it
bacteria
lacks themanganese-oxidizing
that create the nucleation centers.
Rock varnish also records blowing
dust. In windy environments, dust

Clues

Figure

4.Manganese

and

x-ray analysis, which
origin. A measurement

but analysis
metals.

of varnish

iron content of rock varnish was measured

by energy-dispersive
of the metals
and offers evidence of their biological
the presence
and iron,
of the overall varnish
(upper graph) reveals some manganese
near a bacterial
strand (lower graph) has much higher levels of the two

reveals
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sweeps

across

rocks

and,

over

cen?

turies, sands the varnish from their
surfaces and can whittle away at the
rock as well, producing what is called
eolian abrasion. Sometimes the abra?
sion fails to remove all of the varnish
from a rock and, when the episode of
erosion ends, new varnish begins to
form on the exposed surface. The inter?
section of new and old varnish forms a
discontinuity in the coating, much like
a patched pothole on a highway. These
distinctive features produce a record of
thewind during the past.
Geochemical signals, including vari?
ous pollutants, also accumulate in the
rock varnish. In particular, heavy met?
als in the air, such as lead, become
trapped by the oxides of manganese
and iron in rock varnish. Consequent?
ly,monitoring the lead content in rock
varnish may offer insight into relative?
issues. Rocks adjacent to
lymodern
well-traveled roads, for example, often
show variable concentrations of lead
throughout theirvarnish. The very sur?
face of the rock varnish can be 3 to 4
percent lead. But, just 20 micrometers
below the surface of the varnish, the
lead content drops below 0.1 percent.
the natural
By better understanding
levels of lead throughout geological
history, we might better understand
the importance ofmodern increases.
A paleoenvironmental interpretation
of varnish describes more than danger?
ous debris and dust. The varnish can
even

a rock-varnish
inwhich
successive
layers are
coating is a slow process
Figure 5. Formation of
a wet period (top dia?
inminiature.
sedimentation
like geological
During
deposited, much
on the surface of the rock, producing
and iron.
oxides of manganese
gram), bacteria flourish
into a dark varnish on the surface of the rock and in
The metal oxides cement clay minerals
the pH
hollows
(middle diagram). The oxidizing bacteria thrive only in an environment where
to the open air.
that is often satisfied on rock surfaces exposed
is nearly neutral, a condition

that
environment
in the rock surface, on the other hand, create an alkaline
an
growth. In these fissures only iron oxides bind clay to the rock, forming
increases, bacteria may not even survive on
orange varnish. If the environmental
alkalinity
the rock's surface (bottom diagram). As a result, layers of orange varnish (low inmanganese
and fissures.
but high in iron) extend over the surface as well as filling the hollows

Dust-filled

fissures

inhibits bacterial
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reconstruct

an

area's

past

flora.

This is possible because nearby plants
shed micrometer-size airborne organic
material that collects on rocks and be?
comes incorporated into the varnish.
This organic material provides a rough
environmental fingerprint of the local
plants. Different types of plants cap?
ture different levels of stable carbon
carbon
isotopes from atmospheric
dioxide. In general, two isotopes react
in the same way in chemical reactions,
but theymay react at different rates.
Therefore, a plant may incorporate one
isotope more readily than another. This
is called isotopic fractionation and is
as a ratio, such as 13C/12C,
measured
which is called the 813C value.
Although measuring the 813C value
does not distinguish oaks from pines,
can divide plants
the measurement
into two groups, based on their envi?
ronmental requirements. One group,
wheat and beans,
C3 plants including
prospers in a humid environment. The
other group ismade up of C4 plants
such as corn and sugar cane and CAM

79
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as cacti. CAM plants use a
plants such
special photosynthetic pathway called
crassulacean acid metabolism. Through
this pathway, CAM plants open the
stomata on their leaves to capture car?
bon dioxide only during the coolness of
the night. During the day, these plants
close their stomata to conserve water.
Both the C4 and CAM plants thrive in
arid habitats. Organic material from liv?
ing C3 plants has distinct 813C values
when compared to those found in C4
and CAM plants.
In 1985,Michael DeNiro, now at the
University of California at Santa Bar?
bara, and I confirmed that 813C values
distinguish C3 from C4 and CAM
on
plants. We conducted experiments
varnish
in
matter
rock
modern
organic
inwestern North America, Israel and
the Sinai Peninsula. Here the 813C val?
ues determine ifQ 3 or C? 4 and CAM
an area during the
plants dominated
formation of the rock varnish.
Still, some problems limit the poten?
tial of rock varnish as a tool for investi?
two hard
gating thepast. I have learned
lessons in trying to extract consistent
and reproducible paleoenvironmental
results from rock varnish. First, care
must be taken towork with the right
types of varnish. It is tempting to collect
the best-lockingvarnish in the field; but

Figure 7. Leaching
from rock varnish

Figure 6.Manganese-rich
section of rock varnish
distinct,

the varnish

a

layers (black)

and manganese-poor

tiger-striped appearance.
in a continuous
is deposited

often this varnish yields inconsistent
data because it frequently originated in
rock crevices or, as Deidre Dragovich of
Sydney University has established, is
or lichens.
heavily eroded by fungi
a careful
Only field experience and
evaluation of a cross section of the var?
nish can lead you to the right varnish,
an evenly layered material. Second,
fluctuations in any given cross section
influ
reflect only the environmental

Although

layers (orange) give
the junctions between

a cross
layers are

process.

ences on that small area of rock surface.
Profiles must be replicated from spot to
an
spot on a rock, from rock to rock in
area and repeated from area to area in
order to reconstruct a regional pattern
of environmental change.
Varnish in theValley
One intriguing environmental change
for geomorphologists is themovement
of sediment. Water, gravity and glaciers

of calcium
has been

and potassium
in
demonstrated

the laboratory. A specimen of varnish placed
in deionized water releases calcium and
over time. At the beginning
of the
the deionized water contains nei?

potassium

experiment,
ther calcium

nor potassium,
and so any levels
found in the water can be as?

of these cations
sumed

to have

varnish
calcium

escaped
of cation

from the varnish.

The

loss over time pro?
for dating rock varnish. Older
is expected to have lower levels of

phenomenon
vides a basis

relative to titanium,
and potassium
that is not lost from varnish.

an element

a cross section of rock varnish reveals some areas that are
inspection of
Figure 8.Microscopic
from the porous sec?
ismissing
something
porous and others that are layered. Presumably,
of the
has
lower
varnish
concentrations
that
the
shows
tions. Chemical
porous
analysis
than the layered areas. The cations are leached out of the var?
cations calcium and potassium
nish over time.
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Figure 9. Organic matter often becomes
trapped in a developing
layer of rock varnish. This
can be dated
material
the decay of the radioactive
carbon isotope 14C; the
by measuring
radiocarbon method yields an estimate for the age of the varnish or a minimum
age of
is
exposure for the rock. This mat, extracted from varnish on an Australian
petroglyph,
estimated to be about 36,000 years old. That makes
the underlying
rock art the oldest known
in the world.

10. Micromorphology
of rock varnish is altered by
of atmo?
changes in the abundance
dust levels are low, the formation of rock varnish is concentrated
at clus?
spheric dust. When
ters of bacteria
in nucleation
centers. The varnish forms in spheres around the bacteria
in a
as
described
a bunch of grapes. When
that it resembles
configuration
botryoidal, meaning
dust levels are high, the addition of dust swamps
the nucleation
centers, and the resulting
a stack of papers.
lamellate varnish resembles
In this specimen,
the lower layers of varnish
are botryoidal
and the upper layers are lamellate.
Figure
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continually reshape the earth's surface
by moving sediment from one place to
another. Alluvial fans?the conical de?
posits evident where a canyon emerges
from a mountain
a
range?provide
of
de?
prime example
sedimentary
posits. These deposits develop fromde?
bris leftby flowing water or sediment
that tumbled down a hill under the
force of gravity. Over thousands of
years, the sediment amasses at the bot?
tom of the canyon. The deposits settle
into the shape of a fan, starting from the
apex of a triangle called the fanhead to
the broad base called the toes. The con?
trol of fan development over time re?
mains largely a mystery because we
lack knowledge of the dates and paleo
environment of differentdeposits.
Southern Death Valley is a classic re?
gion for the study of alluvial fans in
fans emerge from
drylands. Alluvial
the Panamint Mountains
to the west
and the Black Mountains
to the east,
leaving large deposits of sediment
along the borders of the desert. These
deposits offer a fantastic range of var?
nish development. So, I spent five years
studying the varnish on rocks in allu?
vial fans around southern Death Valley.
The deposits in fans build up like
the layers of a cake. Newer deposits
sweep across older deposits. This cre?
ates a problem for assessing older de?
posits that have not only been covered
but, perhaps, even eroded by newer
flows. To limit this problem, I exam?
ined only the newest deposits, which
are the best preserved and should pos?
sess keys to
the older
understanding
deposits as well.
In Death Valley, I sampled varnish
from the fanhead to the toes of the latest
Pleistocene deposit and then dated the
varnish with radiocarbon and cation
ratio techniques. Near the head I found
varnish thatwas about 50,000 years old.
Halfway down the fan the varnish was
30,000 years old. And at the bottom the
varnish was about 14,000 years old.
Then, a few points in between complet?
ed this essentially linear relationship be?
tween the age of the varnish and the
height on the fan. Other workers had
shown that deposits gradually shift
down a fan,but no one had shown such
continuous deposition along the fanover
time.Nevertheless, deposition of sedi?
ment along a fan probably is episodic,
but in a manner that escapes the resolu?
tion ofmy measurements.
If the deposition was continuous,
what could have caused that? Roger
Hooke of theUniversity ofMinnesota
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suggested that tectonic uplift and tilt?
ing of the Panamint Range may have
caused the gradual change. As the
Range tipped more and more, alluvial
deposits tumbled farther and farther
down the fan, leaving the newest de?
posits closest to the bottom. If the up?
liftand tilting followed an essentially
the
continuous course, so too would
of
the
between
the
age
relationship
varnish and its location on the fan.
Rock varnish on alluvial fans docu?
ments more than age alone. Moving
from the fanhead to the toes of the latest
Pleistocene deposit, 813Cvalues indicate
a progressively more humid environ?
ment suitable to C3 plants. Moreover,
this finding correlates well with the
record of the area.
plant macrofossil
Work by Philip Wells and Deborah
Woodcock of theUniversity of Kansas
showed that from 19,000 to 13,000 years
covered some
ago a juniper woodland
a
slopes of the Panamint Range. Then,
climatic change produced the extremely
arid environment now associated with
Death Valley, and the junipers yielded
to creosote bush.
This climatic change triggered the
next alluvial deposit, theHolocene de?
posit. Here varnish at the fanhead indi?
cates that this deposit began about
12,000 years ago. And 813Cvalues from
the rock varnish on this younger fan
unit indicate an arid climate and hot
desert vegetation. The previously hu?
mid climate supported abundant vege?
tation on the slopes, which died when
thedesert heat arrived. The loss of veg?
etation probably enhanced erosion,
which launched the new fan deposit.
Such a scenario shows that dying
plants, as well as moving mountains,
affect the rate of sedimentation.
Lawrence Lustig of the U. S. Geo?
logical Survey presented a similar cli?
matic
interpretation.
Twenty-five
the
years ago, Lustig investigated
alluvial fans of Deep Springs Valley
(northwest of Death Valley) without
the aid of chronological or paleocli
matic data for insight or support.
Based on the nature of the sediments,
he concluded that extensive fan sur?
faces formed during a wetter period,
followed by a wave of sediment depo?
sition on the lower reaches of the fan
at the onset of a drier period.
Raiders of the Lost Rock
The moving earth moves more than
sediment. It can also unearth archaeo?
sur?
logical objects, jostling them to the
face. In the past, any archaeological re

11. Grooves
in a boulder
in theMojave
Desert were created by windblown
sand, which
rock. When
this eolian abrasion
scraped away layers of varnish and some of the underlying
abated, the grooves were recoated with fresh deposits of rock varnish. Organic matter in the
bottom of the grooves dates them at about 5,000 years old.
Figure

in layers of varnish are a result of intermittent eolian abrasion.
Figure 12. Discontinuities
sand often removes only portions of the varnish, leaving the once-continuous
Windblown
the windy
conditions
subside, a new layer of
layer spotted with patches of bare rock. Once
varnish begins forming and fills in the patches. After several thousand years and several
episodes

of windy

weather,

a cross section

of the varnish

resembles
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in part
in California
shows numerous
alluvial
fans, whose history can be reconstructed
Figure 13. Satellite
image of southern Death Valley
from the east
from the rock varnish on their surfaces. From the west (left), dozens of alluvial deposits pour from the Panamint Mountains;
The photograph was
(right), smaller fans dot the border of the dried lake bed. On all of the fans, darker colors indicate older rock varnish.

made

by the French
of rocky landscapes

SPOT

appear

satellite.
similar

It is a false-colored

to their natural

image,
colors.

in which

green vegetation,

for example,

mains found on the surface were a lost
tracted from pictographs, provide a
source of carbon for radiocarbon dating
cause fordating procedures. Generally,
the age of an artifact is detenruned by methods. And now rock varnish can
radiocarbon dating charcoal in the layer also date these objects.
Rock varnish is particularly well suit?
of soil inwhich the artifact is found. But
ed fordating archaeological material ex?
remains found on the surface lack such
in deserts. When people use
posed
chronological control and, therefore,are
fresh
surfaces are exposed by
difficult to date. This problem arises
rocks,
boulders
with rock paintings (pictographs), rock
during theproduction
etching
of petroglyphs or tomake stone tools.
engravings (petroglyphs) and stone
etching or use of the artifact
alignments on the ground (geoglyphs). When
new
rock
varnish starts to grow again.
stops,
techniques
Recently, however,
have allowed thedating of these surface Centuries later, the varnish can be dat?
ed. Perhaps even more importantly, a
features.An oxalate-rich skin that cov?
ers some rock art, and human blood ex
sample of rock varnish can be removed
550
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appears

bright red; but the muted

tones

foranalysis without destroying the un?
derlying cultural resource.
Similar aspects of rock varnish apply
equally well to the dating of geoglyphs.
During the firstmillennium A.D., the
inhabited the
people called theNasca
desert coast of southern Peru. These
created complex geoglyphs
people
with networks of geometric shapes and
animal figures that are only recogniz?
able from the air. Some archaeologists
think the lines assisted in astronomical
observations and that the animals were
to gods in the sky. In any
messages
were etched
Nazca
the
case,
geoglyphs
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can be traced in the records of rock varnish
fan inDeath
of an alluvial
valley over the past 50,000 years
Figure 14. Stages in the development
drives mud flows and debris flows
two mountains,
In a canyon between
formed on top of boulders.
flowing water deposits debris, and gravity
Material
varnish.
of
rock
radiocarbon
been
determined
has
of
the
The
the
into
during an in?
deposited
dating
by
deposits
chronology
valley.
from the head to the toes of the fan, since newer
to
becomes
about
from
moist
14,000
younger
50,000
ago
years
progressively
period
creasingly
that persists today. A deep
ones. About 13,000 years ago the climate changed from semiarid to the hyperaridity
deposits covered the older
at the toes of the fan during the
that has been accumulating
trench at the head of the fan formed, and this now serves as a conduit for sediment
past 10,000 years.

into thedesert pavement of Pampa San
Josebymoving well-varnished cobbles
to expose ?ght-colored silt and the un?
varnished cobbles below. Organic ma?
on the newly ex?
terial accumulated
was encapsulated
and
cobbles
posed
by the growth of rock varnish. Persis
Clarkson ofAthabasca University and I
dated the organic matter from several
Nazca lines from about 190 B.C. to 660.
These dates overlap those of the early
Nasca

culture.

Petroglyphs and surface artifacts of?
ten fail to provide sufficient organic
even for accelerator mass
material
spectrometry In such cases, cation-ra?
tio dating may still be possible. Using
thismethod, David Whitley of theUni?
versity ofNorth Dakota and I showed
that petroglyph styles remained simi?
lar across thousands of years in the
Coso Range and theMojave Desert of
In addition,
the
eastern California.
cation-ratio technique dated petro?
zone of southern
glyphs in the arid
Australia at about 31,000 years old. Re?
of Flinders
cently, Margaret Nobbs
I
this date
and
checked
University
when we obtained organic material

in the desert of
lines?a
group of geometric shapes and animal figures
and
varnished
contrast
between
the
demonstrate
of
southern
Jose
Peru?vividly
Pampa
rocks to
created the figures by moving
unvarnished
rocks. The Nasca people
darkly varnished
rocks below. After the lines were created, varnish began forming on the
expose unvarnished
a minimum
age of the lines. The varnish
rocks, and the age of this varnish provides
exposed
date of about 1,500 years.
on the small bird has a radiocarbon

Figure

15. The Nazca
San
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an example of rock art in the Pinon
area of southeastern Colorado,
is a human figure that seems to be
Figure 16. The Zookeeper,
Canyon
a series of animal
based on
tending
engravings. This figure played a crucial role in confirming the validity of cation-ratio dating, the method
the leaching of cations from rock varnish. Varnish
from the Zookeeper
900 and 1,000 years. A radiocarbon
has a cation-ratio date of between
date of associated
material has an age of just over 1,000 years.
archeological

from the varnish of theAustralian pet
roglyphs. Using accelerator radiocar?
bon dating, theAustralian petroglyph
came in at about 36,000 years old. That
makes
this petroglyph
the oldest
known rock art in theworld.
To further appraise the cation-ratio
technique, my archaeological collabo?
rators have completed a series of blind
tests. Larry L. Loendorf of theUniver?
sity of North Dakota provided one of
themost arduous tests of the accuracy
of cation-ratio dating with archaeolog?
ical material from the Pinon Canyon
area of southeastern Colorado, which
has hundreds of rock art sites. Inde?
pendently, Loendorf radiocarbon dat?
ed material excavated near petroglyph
panels, and Imeasured the cation ratio
for the panels. In every case our results
were consistent. At theZookeeper site,
for instance, I cation-ratio dated the
main panel at between 900 and 1,000
years old. Loendorf, later, radiocarbon
dated associated archaeological materi
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al and obtained
1,000 years old.

a date

of just over

Perhaps today even von Humboldt
would
sleep near a well-varnished
rock, revering its retrospective rather
than its repugnant power. Since his
from a
time, rock varnish has moved
a
to
mysterious
predictive
anomaly
tool.More than recalling the past, rock
varnish can predict the future. It can
identify stable landforms, which is in?
creasingly useful to populations push?
ing onto alluvial fans that flank desert
mountain
ranges in such rapidly ex?
panding metropolitan areas as Tucson
and Phoenix. In such areas rock var?
nish can serve as a gauge of inactivity
and, thereby,help people avoid build?
ing in areas of active flooding. Fur?
thermore, rock varnish can indicate
surface stability, a valuable
factor in
the search for stable sites for the dis?
of nuclear
and other toxic
posal
wastes. These features make rock var?
nish a useful tool for future develop

ment. Yet, this is just the beginning.
The success of rock varnish as an indi?
cator may predict similar futures for
other rock coatings, such as calcium
carbonate rinds, calcium Oxalate skins,
human-made
and silica
pigments
glaze. Indeed, much of the beauty of
rocks may be only skin deep.
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